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Annex 2 

 

 

TECHNICAL TERMS AND CONDITIONSFOR LOT I 

 
 

 

The provisions below are applicable to Lot I (the European Parliament and the European 

Ombudsman), and describe in more detail some of the services already set out in the Technical 

Terms and Conditions Common To All Lots (Annex 1 to the Specifications). 

1 Booking transport, accommodation and related services 

With reference to point 2 of Annex 1, the different categories of travellers in the European 

Parliament include, inter alia: Members of the European Parliament (hereinafter ‘Members’), 

staff of the Secretariat-General, Accredited Parliamentary Assistants (hereinafter ‘APAs’), 

freelance interpreters, and staff of the political groups (there are eight different political groups 

at present). 

 

2 Chartered transport  

With reference to point 2.1.4 of Annex 1, the TMC shall organise chartered transport. Specific 

procedures for the organisation of chartered transport, including the high-speed train between 

Brussels and Strasbourg, and charter planes, may be established separately.  

 

For travel between the three places of work of the European Parliament (Brussels, Strasbourg 

and Luxembourg), the TMC may, at the request of the organising service and with the approval 

of the department responsible for the implementation of the contract, be required to assist with 

check-in procedures and ticket checks for boarding. 

 

For the high-speed train between Brussels and Strasbourg, the TMC may, in addition to the 

above request, accompany passengers and check their travel tickets during travel, etc. The cost 

of travel of the agents providing these services shall be borne by the organising service which 

requested them. 

 

The TMC shall participate actively in negotiations for the high-speed train in particular and for 

any other chartered transport methods, if requested, and shall sign the contract with the transport 

company. In addition, the TMC shall fulfil all obligations included in the contract, such as 

providing the necessary insurance.  

 

As it is required to sign contracts for chartered transport, the TMC may be subject to liabilities 

linked to the implementation of the contract. By way of example, the railway company currently 

providing the high-speed train between Brussels and Strasbourg requests proof of third-party 

liability insurance to cover potential risks and possible claims by the contracting party. With 

reference to Articles II.1 and 2 of the attached draft contract, the TMC should therefore 

conclude a separate insurance contract to cover possible payments. The costs of the insurance 

may form part of the management fee.  

3 Management of hotel allotments  

With reference to point 2.1.5 of Annex 1, the TMC shall manage hotel allotments negotiated 

and agreed by the European Parliament with selected hotels in Strasbourg. The allotments are 

for a certain number of rooms available from Monday to Thursday of the 12 weeks per year 
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when the European Parliament holds its plenary sessions in Strasbourg. Hotels are chosen on 

the basis of the best quality/price/distance from the European Parliament buildings on offer 

during the plenary week, which is normally considered a period of high season. Rooms shall 

be sold by the TMC until a certain release date, to be specifically agreed with each hotel, 

whereupon any unsold rooms shall be returned to the latter. On this date, the TMC must inform 

each hotel of the number of reserved and unreserved rooms. At present, the European 

Parliament has a list of 36 hotels with around 245 rooms. The TMC hotel department shall 

proactively inform and advise interested travellers in order to promote the room allotments as 

much as possible. 

 

The TMC shall make use of a reservation tool, at no additional cost to the Institution for tool 

usage or development fees, for the purposes of processing bookings and issuing vouchers for 

travellers. The reservation tool should be able to store all additional information concerning 

hotel allotments, e.g. hotel name, address, room price(s), taxes, whether breakfast is included 

or not, price of breakfast. The agents of the TMC shall be able to trace all bookings made 

through the tool in the same way as any other booking, i.e. have available an overview on any 

active booking processed by the TMC (e.g. the creation of a passive segment in the Global 

Distribution System – GDS – or in any other tool that the TMC chooses to use). It must be 

possible to obtain a room list for a specific hotel and for a specific session at any time, with 

information to include the names of the travellers and their email addresses, and client account 

numbers.  

 

The TMC shall provide monthly statistics on room occupancy of European Parliament hotel 

allotments. 

 

After the release date has elapsed, the TMC shall do its utmost to find the most suitable 

accommodation solution for the traveller (e.g. by contacting hotels directly).  

4 Issuance and delivery of tickets 

With reference to point 2.2 of Annex 1, the TMC shall be responsible for issuing tickets. 

 

The TMC shall not only issue tickets booked by its own agents, but also those booked by the 

agents of the department responsible for the implementation of the contract. The TMC bears 

the final responsibility for those tickets and, before issuing them, shall verify that the best 

available price has been booked for the required level of ticket flexibility and that the 

information for the ticket suggested to the traveller – to which he/she will have given consent 

– matches that of the ticket to be issued. 

 

The flight team of the department responsible for the implementation of the contract shall 

proceed with the reservation of flight tickets for certain kinds of group travel, while other kinds 

of group travel shall be handled by the TMC. The TMC shall be informed when the contract 

enters into force of how this distribution of tasks is to be organised in practice. 

 

Invoices shall be issued electronically at the request of the departments responsible for the 

reimbursement of travel expenses. 

5 Visas 

With reference to point 5.2 of Annex 1, the obtaining of visas and other related documents or 

formalities remains the sole duty and responsibility of the relevant services responsible for the 

organisation of visas i.e. the Visa Section of the Protocol Service of the European Parliament.  

 

The TMC shall only be expected to provide the travellers with information regarding the need 

to obtain a visa. Upon entry into force of the contract, the Visa Section of the Protocol Service 
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of the European Parliament shall, on a cooperative basis with the service responsible for the 

implementation of the contract, determine and convey to the TMC the extent and form of such 

information. 

 

 

6 Categories of travellers and special requirements for bookings of the most important 

categories 

With reference to point 3 of Annex 1, the different categories of travellers in the European 

Parliament and the European Ombudsman will be described in the following paragraphs. 

6.1 Members 

6.1.1 Provision of information relating to travel 

The TMC will be required to gather the following information relating to the journeys for 

Members between their place of residence or the capital of their Member State, and the places 

of work of the European Parliament or other meeting venues:  

 

 itineraries and reference prices according to the maximum accepted class for travel 

between the Member’s home town or the capital of their Member State and the places of 

work of the European Parliament (usually Brussels and Strasbourg, but also other 

meeting venues); 

 flight times and distances for the calculation of time and distance allowances for meetings 

within the European Union; 

 regular updates of the above data on places of work and for meetings held away from 

Parliament’s places of work; responding to requests from the responsible department to 

update specific itineraries. 

 

The TMC must deliver this information by electronic means, at regular intervals (for Brussels 

and Strasbourg) and on an ad hoc basis (for meetings elsewhere). The department responsible 

for the reimbursement of travel expenses for Members will provide detailed instructions on 

procedures upon entry into force of the contract, including information about the specific 

electronic format in which the information shall be sent and/or which dedicated application 

should be used to enter and submit flight prices, times and distances. 

 

The information shall be provided in statistical form at regular intervals, at least three times a 

year, including details on which fare bases were used, single or return trips and per destination 

and per departure city. 

6.1.2 Bookings  

Members (or their assistants, acting on their behalf) may request tickets or hotel rooms orally 

(by telephone or in person at the TMC’s offices) or in writing (by email or fax). The bookings 

offered shall take into account the personal wishes of the Member, while the Member shall 

also be informed about the reimbursement ceilings applied by the relevant department 

responsible for the reimbursement of travel expenses. The TMC shall offer a number of 

different possible options: 

 

Flight tickets: 

– the maximum reimbursable fare 

– the requested fare 

– the cheapest business class fare 

– a flexible economy class fare 
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– the best-buy 

 

Train tickets: 

– flexible first-class fare  

– restrictive first-class fare 

– flexible second-class fare 

– restrictive second-class fare 

 

This list is not exhaustive and may be revised.  

 

In any case, the TMC shall keep a written record of any bookings, and any subsequent 

modifications or cancellations. Booking confirmations must always be sent to the Member by 

email, if requested, in addition to oral communication or a print-out at the implant. The 

Member must always give the ‘ok to issue’ for a ticket in writing. 

6.2 Staff members of the Secretariat-General, APAs and trainees 

Validated mission orders are sent automatically to a dedicated mailbox of the TMC via an 

internal IT application and bookings can, in principle, only be made after receipt of validated 

mission orders in the mailbox. Respecting the order of receipt of the validated mission orders, 

the TMC shall propose reservation of the most suitable transport and accommodation, in 

accordance with the applicable internal rules (which may differ depending on the type of 

staff), travel policy and information contained in the validated mission order. The reservation 

is submitted to the client for approval. Upon acceptance, the TMC shall issue the transport 

ticket and book the hotel. In the case of non-acceptance, the TMC and the client shall look for 

a more appropriate solution, indicating where necessary the extra costs to be paid by the client. 

In the event that no booking is requested, the TMC shall submit a ‘reference’ price (i.e. the 

price of a travel ticket(s) if a booking had been requested) to the department responsible for 

the reimbursement of travel expenses for missions and the travelling staff member. 

 

A simulation of a booking can be requested by the responsible department or by a travelling 

staff member.  

 

Ceilings apply to the cost of hotel rooms (including any local tax or VAT) for staff members 

for accommodation in all countries. The TMC must clearly inform staff members whenever 

the cost of a hotel exceeds those ceilings.  

 

6.3 Freelance interpreters (ACI – Conference Interpreting Agent) 

Freelance interpreters (ACIs) recruited by the European Parliament may either organise their 

own travel arrangements or obtain their travel tickets via their own TMC or via the TMC 

contracted with the European Parliament. 

 

ACIs shall organise their travel as economically as possible and choose the means of 

transport for the outward and return journey between their place of residence (professional 

domicile) and the place of work. 

 

The TMC shall suggest the most direct route and the most cost-efficient mode of transport.  

 

The organisational entity shall follow a similar procedure to that applicable to staff members 

(sending the recruitment reference for a specific job/issuing ACI ticket requests to the TMC).  

 

The TMC shall suggest a reservation to the ACI for his/her approval in line with the applicable 

internal rules and relevant travel policy. The TMC shall forward its suggestion to the 
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department responsible for the reimbursement of travel expenses. The ticket may be issued 

following approval by that department. 

 

A simulation of a booking may be requested by the department responsible for the 

reimbursement of travel expenses or the ACI. 

6.4 Political groups 

There are currently eight political groups in the European Parliament. Each group has its own 

dedicated budget for travel costs and decides on its own procedure for travel arrangements 

and the payment of invoices. 

 

Upon entry into force of the contract, the TMC must check with each political group the 

specific procedure that it should apply. The department responsible for the implementation of 

the contract shall assist with this exercise. The TMC shall receive information on how to 

identify travellers of political groups and which payment procedures it should apply. Some 

political groups have a similar mission order system to that applicable to staff of the European 

Parliament. For others, the TMC must check with a particular service or person before issuing 

tickets or vouchers. Political groups may also ask the TMC to issue tickets on invoice. 

6.5 Other travellers 

Specific procedures for additional groups of travellers not described above may be requested, 

including payment on invoice. 

 

Furthermore, Members and organising services (including political groups) may ask the TMC 

to proceed with bookings for external parties invited by them (e.g. invitees, external service 

providers). The entity requesting the booking will then guarantee payment of the costs with a 

credit card or a purchase order and the TMC shall, in the latter case, issue an invoice to be 

paid by the requesting entity. 

6.6 Ombudsman 

Specific procedures for travellers of the European Ombudsman shall be defined upon entry 

into force of the contract. 

 

With regard to the services of the European Ombudsman, the invoicing of transport tickets 

should take place for each individual transaction. 

 

7 Invoicing procedures 

With reference to point 4 of Annex 1, upon entry into force of the contract, each relevant 

department responsible for the reimbursement of travel expenses shall individually determine 

the methods and frequency of the submission of invoices, as well as the data to be included 

on the invoices and supporting documents. For example, table 1 herein provides a list of all 

the information that should be provided together with the invoices for travel of staff members 

of the Secretariat-General. The relevant departments shall inform the TMC during execution 

of the contract of any update to these procedures. The TMC shall then adapt accordingly, 

without charging any additional costs to the Institutions. Some services may require paper 

invoices, others may require electronic invoices, and still others may require both paper and 

electronic invoices.  

 

The current procedures for the biggest departments responsible for the reimbursement of 

travel expenses are as follows: 
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 Members:  
 

A batch of invoices shall be sent twice a week, consisting of the following three elements: 
o XML file as per the format in Annex I to this document. 

o a PDF of each invoice/credit note in the batch 

o one ‘global’ PDF file showing all individual PDFs of invoices and credit notes in 

the batch 

 

Before sending a batch, the TMC shall ensure automatised invoice data quality control of 

the submitted documents, overseeing sound validation and correction processes that 

ensure the following coherence quality controls (non-exhaustive list):  

 

+ Member name versus Member ID 

+ All required fields populated (ticket number, price, reason code, PNR/DNR, flight 

details, fare basis calculation, etc.) 

+ each credit note referring to its original invoice 

+ any fees or charges clearly identified 

+ no combination of debits and credits in one document 

+ maximum one two-way journey per PNR 

+ only one document with net resulting change fee in the event of modification 

 

Reason codes agreed with the department responsible for the reimbursement of travel 

expenses for Members, indicating whether the routing and fare correspond to the 

established rules and ceiling, must be documented in the GDS and on the invoice. 

If not, the defined reason codes will explain why another fare has been booked (e.g. 

applicable fare not available, defined routing not available on the specific day, defined 

routing was fully booked, etc.).  

 

 Staff:  
Draft invoice batches shall be sent out twice weekly in electronic format (.csv file). The 

file must respect the format (number of columns, type of data in each column, maximum 

digits accepted for each item of data, etc.) defined by the department responsible for the 

reimbursement of travel expenses for staff (Missions Unit), with information to be 

provided pursuant to Annex I to this document. 

The Missions Unit checks the draft data and the TMC issues the final invoice, including 

only the accepted (correct) data. The TMC must be ready to adapt to possible changes in 

the invoicing procedure if required by the new informatics system, which is expected to 

replace the present one by 2020. 

 

 Freelance interpreters:  

Draft invoices shall be sent out once a month in electronic format (.xls and .xml files). 

The file must respect a specific format (number of columns, type of data in each column, 

maximum digits accepted for each item of data, etc.) defined by the department 

responsible for the reimbursement of travel expenses for freelance interpreters.  

That department shall check the transmitted information. The TMC shall issue the final 

invoice, including only the accepted (correct) data. 

 

In the event that a department requests a ‘global’ invoice, that department shall, in line with 

its specific needs and IT applications and tools, determine the content and form of the invoice, 

together with the statement and supporting documents (individual invoices and e-ticket). 
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The TMC is required by the European Parliament to put in place an automatised quality data 

control system in accordance with the instructions of the relevant departments responsible for 

the reimbursement of travel.  

 

8 Service level agreement 

Further to point 5.1 of Annex 1, the following is a specific requirement for the European 

Parliament: 

 

 

SERVICE 

REQUIREMENT 
COMPONENT 

MINIMUM LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE AND 

COMPETENCIES TO BE ACHIEVED 

W
ri

tt
en

 

co
m

m
u

n
ic

at
io

n
 

Mission Order 

Offer or reference price within a maximum of 

two working days after receipt of the validated 

mission order for all missions, except for missions 

between Brussels/Luxembourg and Strasbourg, for 

which a deadline of a maximum of five working 

days applies.  

 

9 Use of Global Distribution System (GDS) by staff of the Institutions 

With reference to point 6.1 of Annex 1, the TMC shall provide free access, to staff members 

of the Institutions, to each GDS used. Approximately 45 agents have access to the travel 

agencies’ GDS in the European Parliament at present. This figure may vary over time. 

 

 

10 Installations and equipment 

With reference to point 14 of Annex 1, the services shall be provided on the European 

Parliament’s premises at 60, rue Wiertz, 1047 Brussels, Belgium. 

 

The layout and design of the office shall be determined on a cooperative basis between the 

Institution concerned and the TMC. The European Parliament shall then be responsible for 

fitting out the premises (installation of desks, chairs, etc.).  

 

11 Description of the teams: managing representative and deputy  

With reference to point 8.1.1 of the Specifications and further to point 15 of Annex 1, the 

TMC shall be required to delegate an implant manager and a deputy to replace the implant 

manager during his/her absence. Both persons should have sufficient expertise and authority 

to represent the TMC in its dealings with the Institutions at the meetings regularly convened 

by the Institutions concerned for the purposes of reviewing the activities of, and the value 

added by, the TMC (procedures in place, compliance with internal rules, quality of the 

services provided, etc.). 

 

The implant manager and the deputy shall have the necessary qualifications to act in a 

managerial capacity. They should have the authority to take decisions with regard to the 

operational side of the execution of the contract as set out in the Specifications.  
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In order to demonstrate that its staff possesses the necessary qualifications and experience, 

the TMC awarded the contract shall, after signing the contract but before the contract has 

entered into force, submit the following documents: a detailed CV and copies of the 

educational and professional qualifications of the implant manager and the deputy testifying 

to at least five years of experience in managing a team of a similar size. 

 

Either the implant manager or the deputy shall be present in Strasbourg for the full duration 

of the part-sessions (in principle Monday afternoon until Thursday afternoon).  

 

The agents of the TMC shall, in principle, work on the premises of the Institutions. The 

Institutions may agree, however, that a certain number of agents (counted in Full-Time 

Equivalents, FTEs) can be employed at the headquarters of the TMC, on condition that the 

performance of their duties, covered by the management fee, is fully dedicated to the 

Institutions. To that end, every three months starting from entry into force of the contract, the 

TMC shall send a detailed description of the tasks performed by these agents. The Institution 

has the right to control the performances of these agents.  

11.1 Team proposed  

With reference to point 15.1 of Annex 1, the staff assigned to perform the services must be 

sufficient in number to perform the required tasks and to respond as quickly as possible to 

incoming requests. The staff shall be distributed into teams of a maximum of 10 people and 

each department shall have a team leader.  

 

At the moment, three teams and their respective team leaders are envisioned for hotel; general 

transport and Member’s transport. The fourth team leader position in the implant is currently 

reserved for an account manager.  

 

The institutions reserve the right to change the specific tasks of positions at team leader level 

or, if necessary, add such positions according to article I.5 of the draft contract, for example 

to have a quality manager or members of specific project teams. 

 

11.2 Other staff arrangements  

Further to point 15.6 of Annex 1, the working hours of the implant at the premises of the 

European Parliament shall be as follows: 

 

Office hours and days (excluding 24/7 emergency services): 

 

Day Brussels Strasbourg 

Monday  8.30 to 17.30 15.00 to 18.00  

Tuesday, Wednesday 

Thursday  

8.30 to 17.30 8.30 to 18.00  

‘long’ Friday 8.30 to 17.30 - 

‘short’ Friday  8.30 to 13.00  -  

 

The TMC shall be notified of Strasbourg part-session dates (normally 12 per year) annually. 

Fridays before the Strasbourg part-session are ‘long’ Fridays, while all other Fridays are 

‘short’. 
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These office hours may be subject to revision depending on the specific needs of the travellers 

and relevant services. The department responsible for the implementation of the contract and 

the TMC shall agree any necessary changes.  

 

The offices of the TMC shall be open from Monday to Friday except on days when European 

Parliament offices are closed. On days which are classified as holidays in Belgium more 

generally, but as working days by the European Parliament (such as 11 November), the TMC 

shall be open as normal, with no compensation to be borne by the Institution.  

 

For reference, the 2017 calendar of holidays and office closing days is as follows: 

 

New Year 1 and 2 January 2017 

Easter  13-17 April 2017 inclusive 

Labour Day  1 May 2017 

Ascension  25 and 26 May 2017 

Whit Monday  5 June 2017 

National Day 21 July 2017 

Assumption  15 August 2017 

All Saints 1-3 November 2017 inclusive 

Christmas  22-31 December 2017 inclusive 

 

The TMC shall be notified of the holiday calendar for each year, with any changes 

communicated in due time.  
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Table 1: 

 

The following data fields should be provided together with the travel invoices  

 

 
Staff of the Secretariat-

General, APAs, trainees 

Members 

Place (of mission) Mandatory  

Invoice number Mandatory Mandatory 

Invoice date Mandatory Mandatory 

Gross amount Mandatory Mandatory 

Item number   

Service type Mandatory Mandatory 

Ticket number Mandatory for travel tickets Mandatory  

Traveller Mandatory Mandatory 

Routing Mandatory for travel tickets Mandatory  

Service provider Mandatory Mandatory 

Sales date Mandatory Mandatory 

Ordered by  Mandatory 

File handled by operator  Mandatory 

Date of travel Mandatory Mandatory (all travel dates) 

Class Mandatory Mandatory 

Airline code Mandatory for air tickets Mandatory 

Sales currency (SC) Mandatory Mandatory 

Net amount (SC) Mandatory Mandatory 

Tax (SC) Mandatory Mandatory 

Gross amount (SC) Mandatory Mandatory 

Billing currency (BC) Mandatory Mandatory 

Net amount (BC) Mandatory Mandatory 

Tax (BC) Mandatory Mandatory 

Gross amount (BC) Mandatory Mandatory 

Details   

Employee No Mandatory Mandatory 

Dossier number Mandatory Mandatory 

Cost centre   

Accounting unit Mandatory  Mandatory  

Internal account Mandatory Mandatory 

Departure date Mandatory Mandatory 

Project number   

Order number Mandatory  

Action number   

Final destination Mandatory Mandatory 

Customer reference   

0-Invoice number Mandatory for credit notes Mandatory for credit notes 

Booking reference GDS  Mandatory 

IATA number   

VAT rate   
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Fee tag   

CC service code   

Domestic tag   

Due date Mandatory Mandatory 

Additional insurance   

1st proposal Y/N  Mandatory  

Amount 1st proposal Mandatory  

Reason code  Mandatory 

   

 

 

Freelance interpreters (minimum data to be provided) 

 

 
 

 

 


